A Cross-Sectional Analysis of Differences in Physical Activity Levels between Stroke Belt and Non-Stroke Belt US Adults.
The Stroke Belt is a region of the United States with elevated stroke incidence and prevalence of stroke risk factors. Physical inactivity is an important stroke risk factor, but little is known about whether current physical activity levels differ between Stroke Belt and non-Stroke Belt states. In this nationally representative study, we determined whether unadjusted and adjusted physical activity levels differ between the Stroke Belt region and the rest of the United States. Using 2017 Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System data, we conducted bivariate analyses to obtain unadjusted physical activity levels in Stroke Belt and non-Stroke Belt states. Logistic regressions that controlled for sociodemographic and stroke risk factors were created to estimate adjusted associations between Stroke Belt residence and physical activity. A higher percentage of Stroke Belt residents were inactive (Stroke Belt: 35.3%, non-Stroke Belt: 29.4%) and failed to meet physical activity guidelines (Stroke Belt: 53.7%, non-Stroke Belt: 47.8%) compared to non-Stroke Belt residents. Stroke Belt residence was significantly associated with lower odds of meeting physical activity guidelines in a model that adjusted for sociodemographic factors only (odds ratio [OR]: 0.85, 95% confidence interval [CI]: 0.78-0.91) and one that adjusted for both sociodemographic and stroke risk factors (OR: 0.87, 95% CI: 0.81-0.93). The considerably lower physical activity levels and likelihood of meeting physical activity guidelines in Stroke Belt residents compared to their non-Stroke Belt counterparts demonstrates a need for clinician attention and public health interventions to increase regular physical activity as part of a stroke reduction strategy in this region.